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Foreword
Welcome to Channelnomics State of the Market 
Report: Innovation 2018. 

‘Innovation’ has long been a word that 
everyone likes to apply to themselves, especially 
in the technology sector. But in reality, very few 
manage to truly achieve it. As our lives become 
more and more dependent on technology, and 
businesses’ technology requirements seem to 
grow exponentially, the channel finds itself at a 
crossroads that will see players either take the lead 
in innovation or risk fading away as peers go full-
steam ahead in leading the pack.

And in many ways, the areas ripe for innovation 
remain the same as they have been for the past 
few years – cloud, security, the IoT. Meanwhile, 
big data and analytics are now past their 
‘emerging technology’ status and in full swing, 
and even the current emerging technologies – 
artificial intelligence, machine learning, virtual 
reality – have emerged and are very quickly 
becoming everyday expectations of customers and 
end users alike.

What does this tell us? The channel needs to be 
alert and ready to lead the charge in bringing these 
technologies to their customers. The channel 
needs to adapt its business models and offerings in 
order to facilitate the transformations customers 
are seeing. The channel needs to explore 
outcomes that others may deem experimental and 
unlikely. The channel needs to innovate.

As such, this report could not be more timely. It 

contains exclusive research on these very matters. 
It also contains vital insight from our guest 
editor, Larry Walsh, CEO of the 2112 Group, 
who details the innovations we see all around 
us and can expect to see growing in relevance 
over the coming months and years. And finally, it 
contains conversations with our Channelnomics 
Innovation Awards winners on why innovation 
is so important for them, their customers and 
the channel and what the future holds for their 
innovation efforts.

Congratulations to all our winners and thank 
you to you, our reader, for being part of this 
incredible innovation journey.

Jessica Meek,
U.S. Editor, Channelnomics

Workplace by Facebook Launches Channel Program
Workplace by Facebook is an 
enterprise communication 
platform that enables employees 
at any organization to collaborate 
and communicate using many 
of the same features available 
on Facebook. Launched in 
2016, Workplace has grown 
at a tremendous rate. Today, 
over 30,000 companies around 
the world use Workplace, including Wal-Mart, 
Starbucks, Delta Airlines, Spotify, Campbells, 
Booking.com and many more.

Workplace is a secure, private platform that is 
completely separate from Facebook, so customers 
own their data, but it borrows visual and stylistic 
elements from Facebook, so employees can use 
the same intuitive tools at work that they use 
to communicate and connect with family and 
friends. And with over two billion people using 

Facebook, there are over two 
billion people who already know 
how to use Workplace. In addition 
to features like live video, instant 
messaging, video chat, groups, 
file sharing, auto translation and 
more, Workplace integrates with 
many of the top cloud platforms 
to offer a single, easy-to-use 
interface to unify a company.

Workplace recently launched a reseller channel 
program, so partners can now take part in the 
growth of Workplace. To explore partnership 
opportunities with Workplace, please contact 
Mike Cohen at mjcohen@fb.com. For more 
information about Workplace, visit www.
workplace.com

Mike Cohen is the Global SMB Partnerships Lead 
at Workplace by Facebook
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No End to Innovation

If you’ve attended more than a few technology 
conferences, you’ve probably heard the famous 
quote by the one-time head of the US Patent 
Office, Charles Duell, who said in 1899: “Everything 
that can be invented has been invented.” 

Duell’s notion is absurd on its face. In 1899, the 
Wright Brothers wouldn’t take their first flight at 
Kitty Hawk for four years. The first commercial 
radio station was 21 years in the offing. Television, 
jet travel, air conditioning, microwave transmitters 
and appliances, satellites, refrigeration, nuclear 
power, electric household appliances, sliced 
bread and Velcro were still decades away. And 
that’s not even getting into the modern era, with 
the inventions of integrated circuits, personal 
computers, cellular phones and wireless networks 
and digital cameras.  

The quote by Duell is believable because each 
generation believes it’s at the pinnacle of human 
development, if not the end of history. And often 
they think exceeding the achievements of their age 
is extraordinarily difficult, if not impossible. The 
trouble is that any notion of the end of innovation 
is as patently wrong as Duell’s statement (and, 
by the way, Duell’s quote was debunked as an 
invention of fiction from the early 1980s). 

Unfortunately, the words innovation, innovative 
and innovator are probably the most overused 
words in the technology industry, if not the 
English language. People apply these words to 
products, models and people with such frequency, 
a fraternity could use them as part of a drinking 
game. Just because an idea or technology is new, 
doesn’t make it innovative. Equally so, some 
innovative technologies fail, but still leave a lasting 
impact on the market. Innovation is a label we 
should reserve for truly special technologies, 
business models and people.

Giving pause to award someone or something 
with the innovation label is hard, as there is so 
much happening in the technology world around 
us. Never before has the technology industry 
witnessed so much change, innovation and 
disruption. At Channelnomics and The 2112 
Group, we see numerous trends that are innovating 
the way both businesses and people live and 
work. And we see trends that are providing the 
foundation for new levels of innovation today and 
in the future.

Here are a few of the major innovation trends 
that are transforming the market and the world 
around us. 

• Big Data & Data Analytics: The drivers of 
all future technologies, applications and business 
models is data analytics or, in some cases, big data. 
Through data analytics, businesses and individuals 

Larry Walsh, CEO and chief analyst of 
The 2112 Group
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will have greater insights into their options to make 
better decisions that lead to better outcomes. Big 
data and data analytics will drive new innovations 
in applications, services and hardware. 

• Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning: 
Big data and analytics provide the foundational 
knowledge and material for artificial intelligence 
and machine learning. These two technologies will 
enable higher levels of intelligence, automation, 
decision-making and autonomous systems that will 
augment and, in certain instances, replace human 
involvement.  

• Mass Automation & Customization: 
Through data analytics, we’ll increasingly get 
greater levels of automation. Everything from 
manufacturing to healthcare to home management 
to transportation will have greater degrees of 
autonomous automation. With machine learning 
and artificial intelligence, we’ll not only get greater 
degrees of automation but customization, as 
machines and systems will adapt to create more 
personalized and individual instances of their 
processes and purposes.  

• Internet of Things & Fog Computing: Over 
the next decade, more than 75 billion IP-enabled 
devices will connect to the internet, most of which 
will be industrial and autonomous. These Internet 
of Things devices won’t necessarily reach all the 
way to the cloud, but rather the fog, which will 
have more granular levels of control for local and 
transient autonomous systems. 

• 5G & Mobility: Related to automation and the 
Internet of Things is 5G networks and mobility. 
By 2022, 5G networks will reach critical mass, 
opening tremendous opportunities. The ubiquitous 
availability of high-speed wireless connectivity 
will open the door to new applications, products 
and business models that stretch well beyond the 
boundaries of the technology market.  

• Personal Data as Currency: The privacy and 
data breach scandals of the past few years, as well 
as new regulations, such as the European Union’s 
GDPR, are showing us that personally identifiable 
information has value. We already see the 
emergence of data as currency – as we’re learning 
that we need to do more than safeguard – and 
also how to exchange personal data for products 
and services. 

• Everything-as-a-Service: The day is rapidly 
approaching in which vendors and partners will sell 
everything – cloud, managed services, applications, 
content and hardware – as a service. The services 
model will evolve from more than just subscriptions 
to a consumption-based model, in which suppliers 
and buyers have greater control and visibility into 
technology consumption and cost. 

• Marketplaces of Products & Skills: Amazon 
and Alibaba are disrupting go-to-market models 

with their marketplace sales. Access to products 
is no longer a problem, but skills remain elusive. 
Marketplaces – vendor-sponsored and third-party 
– will evolve to provide buyers with options for 
support and integration services. 

• Next-Level Security: All of these trends add 
up to the need for pervasive and effective data and 
system security. Security is, and always has been, 
an arms race between attackers and defenders. 
This arms race will drive security to higher levels of 
innovation, giving enterprises and individuals more 
options for safeguarding their digital worlds and 
reducing – but never eliminating – the possibility 
of breaches. 

• Rehumanization: It may sound odd to 
say “rehumanization” amid all these digital 
trends, but that is one potential outcome from 
all of this innovation. Some people predict that 
more automation and services will free humans 
from the tasks they don’t need or want to do. 
In the estimation of those that share this view, 
digitalization and automation will rehumanize 
business and personal relationships by giving 
people more time and flexibility to reconnect. 

Capitalizing on these trends requires a bit of 
innovation on the part of the channel community. 
Vendors will continue to evolve their business 
structures, go-to-market models with partners, 
training and enablement programs, and 
compensation matrixes. Partners will evolve, too, 
by adopting and evolving with expanded and 
advanced technical capabilities, services capacities 
and revenue models.  

Every day, the people of Channelnomics and The 
2112 Group talk with channel chiefs and partners 
that are exploring and probing into the potential of 
this wondrous – and what we can legitimately call 
“innovative” – future.

■ Larry Walsh is the CEO and chief analyst of The 2112 
Group, a business research and strategy firm servicing 
the technology industry. He is also the founder and 
publisher emeritus of Channelnomics. Follow Walsh and 
2112 on Twitter: @lmwalsh2112 and @the2112group.
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The State Of Innovation
‘Innovation’ is a concept that is pretty hard to 
define. It’s one of those terms that – through 
no fault of its own – can sometimes be guilty of 
meaningless buzzwordery, when it is wielded by 
those who seem to have nothing else to say. But 
while it may be tricky to determine what innovation 
is, it is easy enough to describe what it looks like. 
That is to say: You know it when you see it.

And it looks an awful lot like the IT channel. 
This industry would not have survived for so 
many decades – let alone prospered and grown 
so consistently – if it weren’t built upon on a 
bedrock of innovation. Think of all the supposedly 
existential threats that the channel has faced 
down over the years: cloud, direct-selling vendors, 
active server pages (remember 
them?), e-commerce, the gray 
market, the consumerization of 
IT and hyperscale computing, 
to name a few.

On top of all this are the 
challenges of keeping up with the frenzied pace 
of technological change, as well as the need to 
weather occasional economic or geopolitical 
tumult. But whenever doom-mongers have 
predicted that the relevance and vitality of the 
channel will be eroded by a new technology or 
business model, time and again they have been 
proven wrong by solution providers, and their 
vendor and distribution partners. Much like Mark 
Twain, reports of the channel’s death have always 
been greatly exaggerated.

If you want to know the secret to this industry’s 
resilience and success, the answer lies in the word 
innovation. And as the channel has demonstrated 
for so many years, it’s not an easy word to define, 
because there is no wrong way to innovate – but 
plenty of right ones.

Some have pursued emerging technologies or 
fresh partnerships; others have thrown themselves 
into whole new types of service provision or 
revamped their entire operating model. Some 
have expanded geographically or vertically; others 
have narrowed their focus and doubled down 
on what they do best. Partners might prosper by 
acquiring rivals or bolt-on specialists, or they may 
achieve success by jettisoning non-core operations. 
They could invest in developing their intellectual 
property, or simply seek to deepen partnerships 
with the vendors that have long served them and 
their customers well.

Whatever market they operate in, and however 
they choose to address it, channel firms have 

always found ways to thrive, 
and to gain – and retain – the 
confidence and custom of both 
new and existing clients. That is 
all about adaptability, and adding 
value. But, most of all, it’s about 

innovation.
To celebrate this – and to mark the second 

annual Channelnomics Innovation Awards, which 
honor the industry’s leading innovators – we asked 
channel leaders what innovating means for them. 

We surveyed well over 100 senior managers from 
a range of the channel’s biggest names. We asked 
about their approach to emerging technologies 
and new business models, and found out how the 
changing landscape has affected sales, marketing 
and corporate strategy. Our respondents also 
provided detailed and specific feedback on exactly 
where, over the next few years, their organization 
sees the biggest opportunity to innovate – and 
differentiate – and what support they would most 
value from their vendor partners as they do so.

Here’s what they told us…

“Reports of the channel’s 
death have always been 
greatly exaggerated”
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Cloud and security
We began by asking our channel executives about 
their plans and outlook in two well-established 
sectors: cloud computing and security.

While the technologies themselves may no 
longer be considered to be at the vanguard of 
innovation, there remains plenty of opportunity 
for solution providers to create and deliver value. 
Indeed, once a market has become mainstream, 
it is surely more important than ever for channel 
players to prove their worth – and their ability to 
innovate.

We asked our respondents to tell us what parts 
of the cloud landscape they thought represented 
the biggest opportunity for their 
organization. We listed eight 
product and service areas, and 
allowed our survey participants 
to select up to three.

The results show that, 
while traditional technical 
services remain the most 
fruitful offerings for solution 
providers, these are increasingly 
supplemented by professional 
services or bespoke customer 
engagements.

Our channel leaders see the biggest opportunity 
of all in support, remediation and maintenance 
services, which was selected by 47.5 percent 
of respondents, just ahead of migration and 
deployment services on 45.8 percent (Fig 1). Next 
on the list was another core channel offering, the 
provision of SaaS solutions, which was picked by 

38.3 percent.
But just outside of this top 

three we see some higher-
end – and higher-margin – 
services are becoming areas 
of significant opportunity for 
solution providers. Some 37.5 
percent of respondents named 
cloud consultancy as one of 
the top three segments for 
their organization. Meanwhile, 
more than a quarter – 26.7 
percent – picked building 
private clouds, and one in 
five cited the provision of 
Infrastructure-as-a-Service 
solutions.

But offering Platform-
as-a-Service solutions 
and developing bespoke 
applications are seen by our 
channel players as being of 
less strategic importance; both 
were picked out by just 13.3 
percent.

In the security space, our channel leaders see 
healthy opportunity in a wide range of leading-edge 
technologies and services – spanning from the core 
to the edge of the network.

We asked our respondents to rank – on a 
scale of one to five, where one is ‘no opportunity 
whatsoever’ and five is ‘a huge opportunity’ – how 
big an opportunity they saw in the next two years 
across a selection of the biggest emerging security 
tools and trends. All seven options scored an 
average of at least three – indicating that each of 
them is seen by the channel as offering at least 
some clear untapped sales potential (Fig 2). And 

some seem likely to become 
essential weapons in solution 
providers’ security arsenal in 
the near future; none more so 
than security tools to protect 
IoT devices and other forms 
of operational technology. A 
mean rating of 3.76 indicates 
that our solution providers 
see a significant imminent 
opportunity in this segment.

The same can be said of 
compliance tools, which were 

only very slightly behind, having been awarded an 
average score of 3.75 out of five by our channel 
leaders. A little way further back was threat 
intelligence on 3.65, ahead of automated or assisted 
threat-hunting technologies on 3.58 and machine 
learning-based tools on 3.55.

If our rankings were based on hype and column 

1. In the next two years, where does your organization 
see the most significant opportunity to provide 
differentiation and innovation for your customers in the 
cloud space? (Select up to three options)

Ongoing support, maintenance and 
remediation

Migration and deployment services

Provision of SaaS solutions

Cloud consultancy

Building private clouds for customers

Provision of IaaS solutions

Provision of PaaS solutions

Developing bespoke or tailored 
applications 

47.5%

45.8%

38.3%

37.5%

26.7%

20.8%

13.3%

13.3%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

“IoT and operational 
technology security was 
rated as the biggest 
opportunity in the security 
space in the next two 
years, achieving a score 
of 3.76 out of 5”
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inches, then distributed-ledger technologies – 
most notably blockchain – would surely be a 
long way in front. But our survey suggests they 
are not creating quite such a stir for the channel. 
Respondents gave this area a comparatively muted 
rating of 3.21. This places it second bottom of our 
list – ahead only of deception technology, on 3.07.

AI and analytics
Of all the technologies covered in this research, 
artificial intelligence (AI) is surely surrounded by 
a bigger buzz than any other. This is partly due 
to an undeniable aura of science-fiction, but also 
because businesses and, particularly, governments 
are beginning to seriously 
invest in its potential.

This includes the 
US General Services 
Administration, which is 
growing the AI-focused 
program it has run for the 
last two years. In April, 
meanwhile, the White 
House announced it was 
establishing an AI task 
force and in September, 
a bipartisan group of 
senators put forward the 
AI in Government Act 
– a piece of legislation 
intended to promote 
and support the use of 
AI across the federal 
government.

On the other side of the 

pond, the UK government 
recently published its AI 
Sector Deal – a series of 
public sector-led initiatives 
and policies worth a 
cumulative total of £1bn 
($1.28bn).

While it’s fair to say that the 
channel is not investing quite 
so heavily in AI and machine 
learning, our research shows 
that solution providers do 
see growth potential here 
– although the scale of the 
opportunity remains unclear.

More than one in four 
channel operators – 27 
percent – have not yet 
established an AI and machine 
learning operation, and have 
no plans to do so, according to 
our research (Fig 3).

But, at the other end of the 
scale, some 6.3 percent of solution providers said 
that they already run a significant AI business. 
A further 15.4 percent have a small practice, but 
expect it to grow strongly in the near future, 
while 19.8 percent said they are not yet sure how 
much their existing AI and machine learning sales 
may grow. Some 31.5 percent claimed that, while 
they are yet to branch into the market, they are 
interested in doing so.

The area of big data and analytics is a couple 
of years further along the hype cycle than AI and 
machine learning. And this extra maturity shows 
in its channel uptake, with about twice as many 
respondents – 12.7 percent – indicating that their 

3. Which of the following best characterizes your 
organization’s overall offering in regards to artificial 
intelligence and machine learning products and services?

We already have a significant AI and machine 
learning business

We currently have a small AI and machine learning 
business but we expect it to grow significantly

We have an AI and machine learning business but it 
is unclear yet how much it may grow

We do not have an AI and machine learning 
business, but are interested in establishing one

We do not have an AI and machine learning 
business and have no interest in establishing one

6.3%

15.4%

19.8%

31.5%

27%

2. Please rate how big an opportunity your organization 
sees in the next two years in the following security 
products and trends*

IoT and operational security technology

Compliance tools

Threat intelligence

Automated or assisted threat hunting 

Machine learning-based security tools 

Blockchain and other distributed ledger 
technologies 

Deception technology 

3.76

3.75

3.65

3.58

3.55

3.21

3.07

*Mean score, based on a scale of 1-5 where one is ‘no opportunity whatsoever’ and 5 is ‘a huge opportunity’
0 1 2 3 4 5
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organization already has a 
significant business up and 
running (Fig 4). Another 
13.6 percent said that they 
expect rapid expansion of 
a small existing operation, 
and 20.9 percent claimed 
that it’s too early to tell 
how much their big data 
and analytics sales might 
increase in the coming 
months and years.

A total of 27.3 per cent 
are yet to create a big data 
practice, but are interested 
in doing so. And, once 
again, about a quarter of 
channel players – 25.5 
percent – currently have 
no interest in the area.

Sales and marketing
New technologies and models of provision are not 
just changing the solutions and services VARs are 
able to offer their customers, they are also having a 
big impact on how the channel itself operates. 

Cloud and as-a-service delivery require a 
different approach from sales staff that may, for 
most of their career, have been used to pushing 
CapEx-based software and hardware projects. 
Likewise, channel firms may need to find new ways 
to reward their employees.

Technology also has the potential to transform 
the work of marketing professionals, with digital 
techniques, social media and analytics tools 
offering new ways to engage with the market – and 
to understand what works and why.

We put to our survey participants a range of 

statements regarding the evolution of the channel 
sales environment and asked them to rank – on a 
scale of one to five, where one is ‘strongly disagree’ 
and five is ‘strongly agree’ – how much they agreed 
with them.

The results make it clear that new business 
models and customer trends have had a huge 
impact on how – and who – solution providers 
need to lead their sales.

The statement, “the dawn of cloud and as-a-
service models has significantly changed what 
we look for in sales and business development 
professionals” garnered by far the highest levels 
of agreement from our respondents, achieving an 
average score of exactly 4. Close to one in three 
people strongly agreed with this statement, and 
only 5.6 percent disagreed.

4. Which of the following best characterizes your 
organization’s overall offering in regards to big data and 
analytics services?

We already have a significant big data and 
analytics business

We currently have a small big data and analytics 
business but we expect it to grow significantly

We have a big data and analytics business, but it 
is unclear yet how much it may grow 

We do not have a big data and analytics business, 
but are interested in establishing one

We do not have a big data and analytics business 
and have no interest in establishing one

12.7%

13.6%

20.9%27.3%

25.5%

5. Please rate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements*

4.00

3.74

3.59

3.46

3.26

*On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is ‘strongly disagree’ and 5 is ‘strongly agree’ 

0 1 2 3 4 5

The dawn of cloud and as-a-service models has significantly changed what we 
look for in sales and business development professionals 

In recent years, the increased knowledge and tech-savviness of our 
customers have forced our sales staff to be more innovative

We are doing a lot more line-of-business selling than we were five years ago

Sales cycles are significantly longer than they were five years ago

We have had to significantly revamp commission and reward structures for 
our organization’s sales staff as a result of cloud and as-a-service models
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When we put it to our respondents that, “in 
recent years, the increased knowledge and tech-
savviness of our customers have forced our sales 
staff to be more innovative”, we also witnessed a 
high level of agreement, with this statement seeing 
a mean score of 3.74.

In addition to a 
need for new and 
different skills, our 
study also reveals 
that, in recent 
years, the end-user 
environment in 
which those skills 
need to be applied 
has also changed. 

A score of 3.59 – 
indicating moderate 
but clear agreement 

– was awarded to the statement, “we are doing 
a lot more line-of-business selling than we were 
five years ago”, while “sales cycles are significantly 
longer than they were five years ago” was a little 
way back on 3.46.

An impact on compensation structures is also 
evident – but less clear-cut. The statement, “we 
have had to significantly revamp commission 
and reward structures for our organization’s sales 
staff as a result of cloud and as-a-service models” 
achieved a mild-agreement score of 3.26.

In the marketing space, our research reveals 
strong adoption across the board for a range of 
digital techniques – albeit with more established 
options still clearly favored over newer ideas.

Of the seven digital marketing methods we listed 
in our study, email marketing is by far the most 
widely used, with 82.5 percent of respondents 
indicating that their organization pursues this 
technique (Fig 6).

But there is also widespread use of both social 
media and search-engine optimization in solution-
provider marketing, with 65 percent of our 
respondents in each case saying that their firm has 

adopted these tools. Publishing digital content – 
such as blogs and whitepapers – was a little way 
behind on 62.1 percent.

Outside of this top four there is a fairly marked 
drop-off, but marketing analytics is still used 
by close to one in three – 31.1 percent – of 
our channel players. Search-engine marketing, 
including pay-per-click arrangements, plays a role 
for 24.3 percent of solution providers, our study 
indicates, while 18.4 percent market themselves 
through online influencers.

Some 7.8 percent of respondents cited another 
digital method outside of the ones listed, with 
use of industry review sites, website upgrades 
and automated marketing tools all receiving a 
namecheck.

Programs and personnel
Even the most innovative solution provider cannot 
flourish without the help and facilitation of their 
partners in the other 
tiers of the channel. 

However well-
conceived they 
are, the success 
of resellers’ 
innovations can 
hinge on the quality 
and timeliness of 
a vendor’s support 
and leadership. 
It is crucial that 
manufacturers’ 
programs and 
people are 
delivering what 
solution providers need.

We listed what we believe are the six 
foundational elements of a typical channel program 
and asked our respondents to pick which is the 
single most effective area in which vendors can 
drive innovation in a way that differentiates them 
from their peers. 

“Social media 
marketing and 
search-engine 
optimization are 
each used by two 
in three solution 
providers”

6. Which digital marketing methods and techniques does your organization use?

Email 
marketing 

82.5%

Social media 
marketing 

65%

Search-engine 
optimization 
techniques

65%

Publishing digital 
content, such 
as blogs and 
whitepapers 

62.1%

Analytics 
31.1%

Search-engine 
marketing, 
including 

pay-per-click 
advertising 

24.3%

Online 
influencer 
marketing 

18.4%

“Effective training 
schemes for 
channel sales and 
technical staff are 
considered the 
best way in which 
a vendor can drive 
innovation in its 
partner program”
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While the financial aspects of a partner program 
are clearly important, as far as our channel leaders 
are concerned, there is no better way for vendors 
to support their VARs than via training programs 
for sales and technical staff. Some 29.7 percent of 
survey participants picked this as their key area for 
innovation (Fig 7).

Upfront discounts were next on the list with 23.1 
percent, some way ahead of MDF investment and 
support on 14.8 percent and a partner portal on 
12 percent. Our channel players clearly prefer to 
generate their margin on the front end of a deal, 
with only 11.1 percent picking back-end rebates 
as their most important area. This is less than half 
the number who singled out initial discounts on 
vendor products and services. 

Bottom of the pile – although still picked by a 
not-insignificant 9.3 percent of respondents – was 
specialized accreditation programs.

While effective programs and tools are absolutely 
necessary, it is fair to say that they are just the raw 
ingredients. To make the innovation recipe work, 
vendors need the right people in charge of bringing 
them all together.

In this – admittedly increasingly labored – 
analogy, channel chiefs are the artisan chefs whose 
job it is to serve up something that is so enticing and 
wholesome it keeps partners coming back for more.

We asked our solution provider executives what 
qualities and behaviors they most value from 
individual channel leaders. We put forward a list of 
10 key factors, and asked them to select up to three 
that they consider to be of crucial importance.

And the overall results show the emergence of a 
clear top three (Fig 8). 

Most important of all is a clear understanding of 
partners’ business models, which was selected by 
55.7 percent – one of two factors selected by more 
than half of all respondents. Accessibility and regular 
contact with partners, was next on 51.9 percent. 

Not far behind and completing the top three was 
trustworthiness and accountability on 49.1 percent.

Also considered as being of high importance is 
setting a clear overall channel strategy, which was 
picked by 35.8 percent.

After this, there is a fairly hefty drop off, 
with the next five factors all grouped tightly 
together. Combating the gray market and other 
unauthorized channels was cited by 18.9 percent 
of respondents, ahead of public and internal 
advocacy on behalf of the channel on 17 percent, 
and previous experience of working for a solution 
provider or distributor on 14.2 percent.

7. For channel partners, what is the 
single most effective way a vendor can 
drive innovation in its partner program 
that differentiates it from its peers?

Training programs 
for sales and 
technical staff

Upfront discounts

MDF investment 
and support

Partner portal

Back-end rebates

Accreditation 
programs for 
partner specialisms

29.7%

23.1%14.8%

12%

11.1%

9.3%

8. Which of the following does your organization most value from individual channel 
leaders at your vendor partners?*

55.7%

51.9%

49.1%

35.8%

18.9%

17%

14.2%

13.2%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%  60%

**Respondents were asked to select up to three options

12.3%

5.7%

Strong understanding of partners’ business models

Accessibility and regular contact with partners

Trustworthiness and accountability

Setting a clear overall channel strategy

Combating gray market and unauthorized channels

Public and internal advocacy on behalf of the channel

Previous experience of working for a solution provider or distributor

Dedicating resources to top-performing or most-skilled partners
Strong channel management and willingness to cut uncommitted or poor-

performing partners
Previous experience in channel-facing roles
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Some 13.2 percent of channel operators most 
value a vendor leader who dedicates resources to 
the best-performing or most skilled partners, while 
12.3 percent are looking for someone willing to take 
a strong stance on channel-management and excise 
partners that lack commitment or perform poorly. 

One thing that seems to matter little to solution 
providers is whether or not vendors’ partner 
leaders have any previous experience in channel-
facing roles. Just 5.7 percent picked this as 
being among their top three factors – placing it 
comfortably bottom of the importance league table.

Conclusions

• In the cloud space, core technical services 
and the provision of SaaS solutions remain the 
biggest sales generators for the channel – but 
consultancy and constructing private clouds are 
becoming increasingly rich in opportunity.
• The IoT and the wider operational technology 
sector will be a key area of expansion for solution 
providers in the next few years – particularly in 
the security space.
• About three quarters of channel players have 
begun to dabble in AI and big data analytics, or 
are interested in doing so. But few firms are yet 
to grow this business to any significant scale.
• In a world increasingly dominated by cloud 
and as-a-service delivery models, solution 
providers have changed what they look for in 
sales professionals, with a focus on recruiting the 
skills needed to thrive in this new environment.
• Next-generation digital-marketing techniques 
have already been widely adopted by channel 
firms. Social-media marketing is now used by 
two thirds of solution providers, as are search-
engine optimization techniques.
• Effective sales and technical training programs 
are the single most effective way vendors can 
drive innovation in their partner program in a 
way that differentiates them from their rivals.

• The qualities that partners most value in 
channel chiefs are accessibility and, particularly, 
a strong understanding of solution providers’ 
business models. These are far more important 
than previous experience of working with – or 
for – resellers.
• A growing band of innovative channel players 
is expanding beyond the confines of traditional 
technology products and services, and into 
entirely new markets. A number of solution 
providers reported that their organization is 
branching into digital marketing and software 
development.
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Vendor value
Our survey respondents provided a wealth 
of information and detail about where their 
organizations see the biggest opportunities to 
innovate in the coming years – and how they would 
like their partners to support them in doing so.

Making sure its products are as good as they 
can be remains the most helpful way a vendor 
can support the channel. Several of our survey 
participants cited increased investment in research 
and development as the best and most valuable way 
a manufacturer can drive innovation.

“Vendors need to be spending money on R&D to 
understand where their specific industry of focus 
is heading, and what analytics are going to be most 
valuable to their customers,” said one.

A large number of our respondents focused on 
partner programs as the key area in which they 
would like their vendors to innovate. Several said 
their organizations would benefit from increased 
support from partners with channel-led sales 
and marketing initiatives – with more market-
development funds (MDF) being a frequent request. 

“We need a vendor that can help us stay on top of 
the current market trends and  help with MDF to 
help educate our customers,” said one.

One channel leader told us they would like to see 
more vendors offering sales and marketing material 
that focused on the added value 
that the channel can provide. “So 
many of the vendors are happy to 
provide collateral that is branded for 
the vendor’s specific product,” they 
said. “Yet marketing experts tell us 
that if we are holding up a vendor’s 
brochure, we are just like everyone 
else that is a retailer of the product. 
Vendors could produce collateral that 
emphasizes the retailer and how we came to use 
the product.”

Some of our participants said they would like 
their partners to revamp their reward structures 
and implement a model that is geared towards 
ongoing profitability. One respondent told us: 
“Most suppliers need to give better and longer 
notice of a program – allowing partners to 
prepare, instead of reacting.” 

Other respondents agreed that more and better 
data would be the most valuable resource they could 
receive from their manufacturer partners.

One said they would like to see “vendor portals 
that are better organized and provide better systems 
for deal registration and part selection”.

Another added: “Channels need to provide 
partners with fast and accurate information regarding 
vendor products and services that is faster and better 
than anyone outside of a partner program can get. 

Otherwise, being a partner ends up being just about 
discounting, which is not enough of a differentiator.”

Several respondents said that many 
manufacturers’ certification structures deliver little 
value for partners – particularly smaller VARs.

One channel leader said: “We would like better 
reward structures for performance, with less 
emphasis on certifications driving revenue for you. 
They mean nothing to the customers. If a partner 
can demonstrate via experience that they have 
delivered projects, that should provide more weight 
in providing assistance, funds and referrals.”

Another said: “After the low-hanging deals are 
gone, someone has to find the new customers. 
Larger resellers are great at fulfillment, but newer 
vendors aren’t going to change large resellers from 

selling traditional vendors. Newer 
vendors have to create programs that 
incent smaller resellers to push their 
platforms. Back-end rebates would 
help.”

This was one of several complaints 
that manufacturers maintain a 
tendency to focus on big, high-
volume partners – to the detriment 
of smaller players. “Vendors need to 

rethink the whole strategy of focusing on the sales 
volume partners and look instead towards partners 
who are coming up with new approaches and 
focuses with their customers,” one respondent said.

“Vendors are now worried about sales volume 
over profit,” another added. “They constantly 
cannibalize profitable sales to make the smaller, but 
quicker, buck. They need to quit allowing sales of 
technical products through the likes of Amazon. 
Amazon should be the most expensive avenue to 
purchase from – since the vendors are getting stuck 
with dealing with individual purchasers directly at 
higher support costs.”

One respondent raised an age-old complaint: “We 
are seeing increased encroachment into the service 
delivery space by the vendor manufacturers, who are 
eager to get services money on top of their product 
and licenses. We have enough competitive factors as 
it is without competing with our own vendors.”

“Newer vendors have 
to create programs 
that incent smaller 
resellers to push 
their platforms”
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Place your bets
To get a more detailed sense of how our channel 
leaders plan to take advantage of the biggest 
opportunities, we asked them for more detailed 
input into what they think innovation will look like 
for their organization over the next few years.

The answers provide further evidence that the 
channel is a diverse and vibrant ecosystem, capable 
of supporting many different ways of life. 

Some solution providers focused on adopting and 
advocating new technologies, others on revamping 
a business model on which their organization has 
run for decades. And for some, innovation means 
nothing more than continuing to thrive by doing 
what they have always done.

It’s clear that the IoT is the emerging technology 
area our respondents see as the most fertile new 
hunting ground for their organization. “We are 
investing heavily in innovative IoT solutions 
delivered as a SaaS model,” one channel player said. 
“We have healthcare and manufacturing solutions 
currently, and are looking to expand our offerings 
even further in the next 12 to 18 months.”

Another said: “Our organization is now building 
its own IoT solution, which will combine SaaS and 
hybrid business models in one.”

Automation-based tools are another area where 
solution providers see an opportunity to innovate. 
One survey participant said: “The more value we 
can bring the customers that are willing to embrace 
automation, the stronger our 
partnership becomes, resulting in 
increased business opportunities.”

Another added: “We are expanding 
our AI personalization engine, and 
machine learning for testing and 
optimization of website traffic. There 
will be further development of our 
omnichannel capabilities.”

For many, ‘data’ is the watchword. 
A number of respondents said that 
their organization plans to drive 
innovation by gathering more 
and better information on the efficacy of the 
solutions they offer end users, and use increasingly 
sophisticated analytics tools to provide extra value.

“We should be engaging in data collection and 
retrieval efforts and partnering with our customers to 
analyze and understand the data received,” one of our 
participants said. “This is the best opportunity for 
growth for the future in our market. We specialize 
in the healthcare industry and, as it is constantly 
changing, utilizing big data to understand trends to 
manage processes and resources will be critical.”

Many channel organizations are branching out 
beyond traditional areas of product and service 
provision, and into market adjacencies. Chief 

among these are software development and digital 
marketing consultancy – both of which were cited 
by multiple respondents.

“We are moving into API development to help 
take AI and IT solutions and deliver data customers 
can utilize immediately at the street level,” said one. 

Cloud computing may have long since migrated 
from the bleeding edge to the mainstream, but many 
solution providers still see opportunities to innovate. 
One of our channel leaders says the secret is to 
attack the market with even more vigor.

“All of our focus needs to be on identifying clients 
that can be moved to the cloud, and what is the best 
short-term and long-term solution for those clients,” 
this partner said. “The land grab is now on the 
‘back nine’, and only the most aggressive firms will 
continue to outgrow the market in cloud services. 

Most veteran firms like ours are 
incapable of this pivot and will 
probably continue to grow with the 
channel rate of 15 percent.”  

Another respondent said: “We 
are combining our cloud hosting 
expertise in Azure with our MSP 
business to offer a complete A-Z 
service offering. We feel that 
traditional MSP businesses either 
avoid or outsource expert cloud 
hosting business to others, and 
we feel that cloud hosting experts 

typically don’t touch MSP services. We aim to sell 
both as one package.”

One of our solution providers claimed their 
organization believes that “the biggest opportunity 
lies in assisting customers to actually use the cloud 
services that we are offering to them. We want to 
teach the customers how to communicate more 
effectively, not just sell a communications tool. 
Innovation is finding out how to apply potential – 
potential unapplied has no value.”

For one respondent, the key to innovating is 
simple: “It is about inviting change into your 
organization. Be uncomfortable, and step out of 
your traditional box.”

“The cloud land 
grab is now on 
the ‘back nine’, 
and only the most 
aggressive firms will 
continue to outgrow 
the market”
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Award winners
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

INNOVATION

Highly commended: ScienceLogic

Pure Storage

DIGITAL MARKETING 
INNOVATION

Barracuda MSP

BIG DATA AND
ANALYTICS INNOVATION

Snowflake

CHANNEL TRANSFORMATION
Riverbed

CLOUD INNOVATION

Highly commended: 
Morpheus Data

Sage

CLOUD PARTNER 
PROGRAM OF THE YEAR

Highly commended: SalesForce

SAP

CLOUD SERVICES 
VENDOR OF THE YEAR

Highly commended: SkyKick

Cohesity

EMERGING VENDOR 
OF THE YEAR

Highly commended: Redlock

Attivo

SECURITY PARTNER 
PROGRAM OF THE YEAR

Highly commended: Continuum

AlienVault

SECURITY VENDOR 
OF THE YEAR
WatchGuard

VENDOR INNOVATION
FireEye

MOBILE 
INNOVATION

Samsung

PARTNER PROGRAM 
OF THE YEAR

Highly commended: HP

Xerox

SECURITY INNOVATION

Highly commended: OPAQ

Sophos

NETWORKING 
INNOVATION

Array Networks

SMB INNOVATION
Intermedia

DISTRIBUTION 
INNOVATION

Interwork

DISTRIBUTOR OF THE YEAR
ScanSource

SPECIALIST DISTRIBUTOR
Procurri

CHANNEL CHIEF
OF THE YEAR

Bertrand Yansouni, Rubrik

NEW CHANNEL CHIEF 
OF THE YEAR

Lori Cornmesser, Infoblox

SECURITY CHANNEL 
CHIEF OF THE YEAR

Steve Pataky, SonicWall

MSP OF THE YEAR
Pegasus Technologies

CLOUD SERVICES 
PROVIDER OF THE YEAR

2nd Watch

SOLUTION PROVIDER 
INNOVATION

GTT

INDUSTRY ACHIEVEMENT 
AWARD

The Copley Consulting Group

MOST PROGRESSIVE 
PARTNER

Brainlink International
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Outline your channel strategy Our strategy is to 
engage deeper with our key vendors. With Sophos, 
we are one of their most heavily certified partners 
in NYC. Our entire team is trained and certified 
with Continuum and ConnectWise. We’ve invested 
heavily in Barracuda certifications, Microsoft 
certifications, Veeam training and we’re very heavily 
invested in AWS.

What was the highlight of 2018 for your 
business? In 2018, we invested heavily in AWS, 
VMware, Windows and on-premises automation. 
The future is DevOps and adding client value by 
automating routine tasks and delivering higher ROI.

What does it mean for your company to 
win this award? It means that the experts at 
Channelnomics and our peers see us as innovators. 
It externally validates our expertise and further 
reinforces the value of innovation being a key to 
success in this industry.

How does your company work to ensure it 
is delivering innovation? We attend industry 
conferences, invest heavily in staff training and stay 

at the forefront of industry with a heavy R&D focus. 
In the past, we used to run a very expensive training 
lab in NYC full of state-of-the-art gear from Cisco, 
SUN, Microsoft, Sophos, et cetera.  In 2018, we 
invested in a complex AWS environment. A team 
of four personnel (33 percent of our headcount) 
developed our AWS management framework in 
2018Q2. We are continuing those investments.

What has been your company’s greatest 
channel achievement in 2018? Being 
recognized by Channelnomics is a good boost to our 
(already healthy) egos. The greatest achievement is 
having our clients expand the work they do with us 
– from standard MSP tasks to adopting our MSSP 
offerings, our Google application development 
to our repeat engagements as AWS experts in 
discovery, security analysis and disaster recovery.

What difference will winning this award make 
to your business in 2019? This award enables 
us to show our clients, peers and prospects that 
we’re pioneers. It further cements our reputation as 
market leaders. And it really gives us an opportunity 
to have innovation discussions with our clients.conferences, invest heavily in staff training and stay to have innovation discussions with our clients.

Channelnomics catches up with Brainlink to talk about its success and what the 
channel means to the company

Most Progressive Partner: 
Brainlink International
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Outline your channel strategy Sophos is a 
next-generation cyber security company with a 
commitment to be ‘channel best’ across its entire 
business. In today’s highly competitive and dynamic 
cyber security market, Sophos is fully focused on 
delivering next-gen security products, like Sophos 
Intercept X Advanced with EDR and XG Firewall, 
to allow partners to better defend their customers 
against cyber attacks. In tandem with Sophos’ 
strategy to innovate in technology, the company is 
also innovating its channel programs, and offers 
strategic training and enablement initiatives to help 
partners grow their business revenue. 

What was the highlight of 2018 for your 
business? As part of its mission to innovate 
technology to predict and prevent cyber attacks, 
specifically ransomware, Sophos launched Intercept 
X Advanced with endpoint detection and response 
(EDR) in 2018. Intercept X Advanced with EDR 
integrates intelligent EDR with the industry’s top-
rated malware and exploit protection. Intercept X 
Advanced with EDR is powered by deep learning 
technology to deliver faster, more extensive malware 
discovery for businesses of all sizes. It also adds 
threat investigation and SOC-like capabilities to 
IT admins’ security defenses and reduces the time 
criminal hackers can hide in an organization’s 
network. Sophos also added lateral movement 
protection to its XG Firewall. 

What does it mean for your company to win 
this award? Sophos is honored to win the Security 
Innovation of the Year award. It recognizes Sophos’ 
dedication to helping partners protect customers 
from advanced and unknown ransomware attacks, 
by offering comprehensive and predictive protection 
with Intercept X Advanced with EDR.

How does your company work to ensure 
it is delivering innovation? Innovation and 
a dedication to the channel are at the center of 
Sophos’ culture from the top down and across all 
departments. In today’s complex and dynamic cyber 
security market, cyber criminals are constantly 
devising new sophisticated attack methods to bypass 
security and infiltrate organizations to steal data and 
ultimately make a profit. The only way to defend 
against these advanced threats is by innovating with 
the latest technologies, such as deep learning and 
EDR, to stop cyber criminals in their tracks. From 
the board, sales and marketing to product teams, 

finance and shipping, Sophos is consistently focused 
on how to innovate in security, better serve our 
partners, and protect customers. 

What has been your company’s greatest 
channel achievement in 2018? Sophos’ greatest 
channel achievement in 2018 has been delivering 
on our commitment to be a ‘channel best’ company 
by offering innovative security solutions, such as 
Intercept X Advanced with EDR, and providing 
our partners with next-gen security support. For 
example, Sophos is now giving partners closer 
access to Sophos security experts and real-time 
threat intelligence from SophosLabs, enabling 
partners to become security experts in their own 
right to better protect their customers and be more 
knowledgeable about the products they are selling.

What difference will winning this award 
make to your business in 2019? Based on the 
successes Sophos has experienced with Intercept 
X Advanced with EDR, including this award, our 
goal in 2019 is to continue driving innovation by 
integrating the same next-gen technology across 
its entire suite of solutions. To date, Sophos has 
integrated its deep learning technology into 
SophosLabs, Intercept X, Sophos Sandstorm 
Sandboxing in XG Firewall, Sophos Email Advanced 
and Sophos Intercept X for Server. Sophos also 
expanded its EDR offerings beyond Intercept 
X Advanced by integrating lateral movement 
protection into Sophos XG Firewall 17.5.

Sophos is also launching 
new campaigns to 
demonstrate its 
innovation to our 
partners and collect 
feedback from partners 
to continue innovating. 
For example, the 
‘Driven to Win’ and 
‘Prove It’ campaigns 
encourage 
industry players 
to test any of 
their legacy 
antivirus or next-
gen endpoint 
products against 
Intercept X 
Advanced with 
EDR.

Erin Malone, VP of North America Sales, Sophos

Security Innovation: 
Sophos

Sophos is also launching 

partners and collect 
feedback from partners 
to continue innovating. 

‘Driven to Win’ and 
‘Prove It’ campaigns 
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It’s fair to say that a great deal of ink has been 
spilled on these (web) pages about security. It’s 
almost 2019 – 2019! And that means that we’re 
living in times in which every company should 
be acutely aware of its security requirements and 
investing heavily in them.

Of course, this isn’t necessarily so. Security 
isn’t always cheap (in fact, it very rarely is) and its 
complexity can be mind-boggling for smaller firms. 
Larger firms, meanwhile, often find themselves 
with big holes where no one is looking – BYOD, 
mobility, endpoint security and so on. It’s clear 
that the security landscape remains a challenge for 
all, meaning channel partners have to be a guiding 
light for their clients and the industry as a whole.

As we all know, this isn’t possible unless partners 
are being supported by their vendors with both 
a solid partner program and effective, innovative 
products that will capture customers’ attention 
and, quite simply, do the job in hand.

In fact, because of the fast-changing nature 
of today’s security requirements, it is vital that 
vendors innovate at speed if they want to keep up 
with the ever-growing pool of threat actors that 
firms and, therefore, end users face.

Because of the increasing number of threats, 
coupled with the exposure of a much greater 
number of endpoints than ever before, endpoint 
security is where vendors really need to innovate 
if they are to offer their partners solutions that can 
really help provide customers with a solid security 
outcome.

Detecting the threat early
Alongside this, malware continues to be a 
prominent threat, especially in verticals that may 
not perceive themselves as an attractive target, 
such as the education sector. Indeed, the winner 
of this year’s Channelnomics Innovation Awards 
Security Innovation Award, Sophos, has proven 
success in tackling threats in this sector with the 
products that caught the judging panel’s eye.

And that product is Intercept X Advanced with 
EDR, launched in October of this year and which 
Sophos said in its entry “integrates intelligent 
endpoint detection and response (EDR) with 
the industry’s top-rated malware and exploit 
protection”. As an expansion of Sophos’ already-
existing Intercept X portfolio, the innovation was 
designed to “deliver faster, more extensive malware 
discovery for businesses of all sizes”, as a result 
of being powered by deep-learning technology, 
Sophos said.

What also caught the judges’ eye was that this 

product comes after Sophos’ January launch of 
Intercept X with deep learning, designed to stop 
“never-before-seen malware, unknown exploit 
variants, stealth attacks and ransomware attacks”, 
according to Sophos. The fact that Sophos 
understands that security innovations cannot be a 
one-off thing but must be a constant flow is what 
really made the vendor stand out when it came to 
this year’s Security Innovation Award.

“Security isn’t a ‘one and done’, and Sophos 
has demonstrated its understanding of this with 
the release of Intercept X Advanced with EDR,” 
explained one judge.

Another pointed out that Sophos’ recognition 
of the importance of the endpoint has allowed 
the vendor to launch a product that is “not only 
innovative in its technology, but innovative also in 
its demonstration of how this vendor is a thought 
leader and not afraid to lead the charge when it 
comes to security”.

Sophos: Endpoint Security Innovation Is Key
Intercept X Advanced with EDR from Sophos aims to discover malware using deep-learning technology
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Outline your channel strategy The Copley 
Consulting Group helps our clients drive digital 
transformation. With nearly 30 years’ experience in 
ERP and business analytics, we provide solutions 
from world-class partners, including Infor and 
Qlik, to enhance our customers’ business processes 
and help them increase efficiencies in their 
operations. We augment those solutions with a 
premier services team that has expertise in business 
systems, skillful collaboration, project management 
and technical application support for all our 
customer engagements. 

For Infor, we have a core competency in the life 
sciences space, where we aid clients to comply 
with FDA regulations in their manufacturing of 
products. For Qlik, our focus is on the state and 
local government market, helping schools, state 
government agencies and police departments 
better understand their complex data sets. 

What was the highlight of 2018 for your 
business? Our company experienced significant 
growth this past year, highlighted by Infor naming 
us its Partner of the Year, with the distinction 
of having secured the most net new business 
among its channel partners. Our growth in the life 
sciences space helped propel us to this honor. 

What does it mean for your company to win 
this award? This award from Channelnomics 
validates our laser focus on specifically addressing 
our clients’ needs. For customers in the life 
sciences space, this means providing a specialized 
ERP solution that is tailor-made for their regulatory 
requirements and perfectly suits their business and 
how they operate. 

How does your company work to ensure it is 
delivering innovation? The Copley Consulting 
Group is always listening to our client base for 
feedback on their pain points and how we can 
more successfully meet their needs. It is this type 
of feedback loop that resulted in the development 
of the Infor CloudSuite Industrial ERP for Life 
Sciences solution. 

What has been your company’s greatest 
channel achievement in 2018? We have 
continued to expand upon the number of 
partners we work with in order to provide 
value-added solutions to our customer base. 
New partners include Pacejet and Prophix, who 
provide complementary solutions, including 
shipping logistics and corporate performance 
management software, to our clients’ existing ERP 

implementations. 

What difference 
will winning this 
award make to 
your business 
in 2019? We are 
continuing to expand 
our operations, which 
includes now selling 
our solution across 
Europe. With the reach 
of Channelnomics 
extending across 
the United States 
and Europe, we see 
this honor as a great 
validation point for 
prospects across 
both continents 
looking to work with 
the right partner 
on their business 
transformation 
initiatives. 

Robert Lane, CEO, The Copley Consulting Group

Industry Achievement: 
The Copley Consulting Group
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Outline your channel strategy Pegasus 
Technologies’ strategy is to continue being a 
customer service company first, and a technology 
company second. Focusing on long-term client 
relationships, we pick the best possible solution 
for each client engagement, and often that means 
engaging with multiple channel partners and 
focusing their support and integration on our 
clients’ business objectives.

What was the highlight of 2018 for your 
business? In 2018, our highlight was how well 
our recommendations protected our clients from 
cyber attacks. Criminal ransomware and phishing 
efforts reached an all-time high, and while there 
is no single technological solution that will keep 
a business totally safe, we were delighted to help 
our clients weather the ongoing cyber storm with 
relative ease. 

We took a layered, multi-prong approach 
that included targeted employee training and 
assessment, ransomware-resistant disaster 
recovery protocols, and much more. Key security 
features are delivered to clients as a standard 
benefit, not an upcharge.

What does it mean for your company to win 
this award? We are thrilled to be recognized 
by Channelnomics as a leading MSP two years 
in a row. Pegasus follows Channelnomics’ 

news and reporting on developments in IT, 
and Channelnomics has a strong feel for the 
challenges facing our industry. Everyone at 
Pegasus appreciates the need to stay on the 
cutting edge of technology, while staying rooted 
in the understanding of how technology impacts 
business and people. This award helps confirm 
that our strategy of putting people first is helpful 
to both the channel and our bottom line.

How does your company work to ensure it is 
delivering innovation? Pegasus is continually 
evaluating new technologies and services from 
companies in the channel to determine what 
may meet a business objective of our clients. 
We look for reliability, completeness, how well a 
new offering integrates with existing solutions, 
and true ongoing cost, to help educate clients 
on a value matrix. We listen to client needs by 
conducting regular meetings with key decision 
makers. We participate in multiple industry 
conferences to provide feedback to vendors and 
discuss problems and solutions with other MSPs.

What has been your company’s greatest 
channel achievement in 2018? Our 
company’s greatest channel achievement in 
2018 is continuing to integrate key best-of-breed 
solutions from a variety of vendors, despite a 
never-ending tide of mergers and acquisitions 

of channel providers. 
We’ve delivered a smooth 
experience to our clients 
through exhaustive 
testing, communicating 
with channel partners, 
and insisting on excellence 
with a client-centric 
mindset.

We are proud to be the 
Channelnomics MSP of 
the Year. With excitement, 
we will announce this 
achievement to our 
clients, partners and 
prospects, and perhaps 
most importantly, share 
the congratulations on 
a job well done with our 
staff, because without 
them, the award would 
not be possible.

MSP of the Year: 
Pegasus Technologies
Erik Gudmundson, VP of Business Development, Pegasus Technologies 
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Outline your channel strategy Pure has always 
been committed to a 100 percent channel business 
model and we work closely with a select group of 
partners who lead their businesses with Pure.

This model has resulted in accelerated growth 
and increased profitability for our partners and 
for our business. This year we launched a new 
Pure Partner Program, which includes strategic 
investments in the tools and resources needed to 
achieve a partner program that attracts, enables and 
retains top partners. Our channel partners have the 
technology and solutions to drive faster, smarter 
and more innovative business, and our program 
empowers partners to transform their customers’ 
challenges into opportunities, grow and sustain a 
highly profitable storage business, and differentiate 
themselves through disruptive innovation.

What was the highlight of 2018 for your 
business? Pure achieved $1 billion in annual 
sales, which was a huge milestone for us and our 
momentum in the market. This was not just Pure’s 
accomplishment, this was made possible because 
of partners and our combined efforts to deliver 
innovation to our customers. Our partners are an 
extension of our business.

What does it mean for your company to win 
this award? The award helps to raise awareness 
and recognition for Pure’s innovation in delivering 
AIRI. We know there are enterprises that want to 
jumpstart their AI initiatives and the challenges in 
building an AI optimized infrastructure often holds 
them back. Organizations need a data platform 
that can deliver fast performance across a massive 
expanse of data and applications, simply and easily. 
AIRI is the solution they need and is the first to 
integrate industry-leading AI solutions into a simple, 
yet powerful infrastructure.

How does your company work to ensure it is 
delivering innovation? Innovation is at the heart 
of Pure’s strategy and we are always looking around 
the corner to better understand what technology 
will be needed by our customers. We take customer 
feedback seriously and use this information to better 
understand what the demands will be for their 
future infrastructure.

Channel partners also play a large role in 
collaborating with Pure on what type of data and 
applications are growing and why, as well as the 
type of solutions needed to exceed customer 

expectations. This was the scenario that helped us 
deliver AIRI. We knew the growth of AI and next-
generation analytics represented an opportunity 
for organizations to improve operations, deliver 
better customer experiences, and drive business 
performance. Customers expressed their concerns 
and Pure went to work with Nvidia to make sure we 
could deliver the solution they needed.

Additionally, our partners play a pivotal role by 
educating customers about the benefits of emerging 
technology and demonstrate our solution that 
makes AI and analytics accessible to every industry.

What has been your company’s greatest 
channel achievement in 2018? We have a 100 
percent channel go-to-market strategy, so it’s 
important to have a competitive partner program. 
The program we launched in 2018 was designed to 
maximize the return for partners via training, 
pricing and demo opportunities and support.

The program includes new training, certifications, 
support and incentives. We added standardized 
discounts and price lists, as well as tools that enable 
partners to provide proposals and quotes for 
Pure solutions. We also offer enhanced technical 
specialization and training for partners’ benefit.

Additionally, we continued to refine and expand 
our Partner Advisory Council and Technical 
Advisory Council. These valued partners get early 
access to our product and solutions strategy and the 
opportunity to provide us with feedback based on 
what will be most beneficial for their customers.

What difference will winning this award make 
to your business in 2019? The recognition 
for AIRI will help us increase awareness among 
partners, customers and prospects and enable 
enterprises to kick-start their AI initiatives.

Andy Martin, VP of North America Channel Sales, Pure Storage

Artificial Intelligence Innovation: 
Pure Storage
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Read any technology predictions for 2019 and 
artificial intelligence (AI) is at the top of the list 
for technologies that you need to be engaging 
with next year. And that’s putting it mildly. Many 
firms are already experimenting with AI, and even 
those that aren’t are busy automating systems, a 
not-too-distant reality from the fast-becoming-de 
rigueur AI.

When we think of AI, we all too often picture 
a complicated, automated being that is designed 
to carry out perhaps mundane, everyday tasks or, 
conversely, highly technical, complex requirements. 
It is all too easy to get caught up in the science 
fiction element of AI and envisage some space-age 
scenario with a painful price tag and a long list of 
abilities that may never get used.

In fact, a solid AI innovation should be quite the 
opposite. When Channelnomics decided to present 
an award to the vendor with the most innovative 
AI offering, one of the key things the judging panel 
expected to see from the winning entry was a 
simple, effective solution that ‘just worked’. AI can 
be an area where many vendors talk the talk, but do 
they really deliver on the endless AI promises made 
in a meaningful way for partners and customers? 
And is that delivery seamless, simple and effective?

Getting round the complexity of AI
As the winner of this year’s Artificial Intelligence 
Innovation Award at the Channelnomics 
Innovation Awards put it in its winning entry, 
“AI is a completely new computing model”, which 
is leading many firms to a desire to “jumpstart 

their AI initiatives”. However, it is seemingly not a 
simple process. The vast amounts of data needed 
to achieve such an outcome is mind-boggling. 
Couple this with the applications required to make 
it happen, and you start to get a picture of the 
complexity it presents. 

As such, the winning innovation, AIRI by Pure 
Storage, caught the judges’ attention for this very 
reason. Pure described AIRI in its entry as “a 
simple, yet powerful infrastructure that just works”. 
Also of note for the judging panel was Pure’s 
assessment of ‘DIY AI solutions’, which the vendor 
pointed out often end up stalling because of all the 
elements involved in the process – procurement, 
integration, testing and “continuously performing 
maintenance of hardware and (open source) 
software”.

The aim of AIRI, Pure noted, is to enable 
organizations to accelerate time to insight and 
develop their own AI innovations. This most 
certainly caught the judges’ attention. Innovation 
that leads to innovation is always a good thing, 
especially when simplicity is also part of the deal.

When considering AIRI’s winning entry, one 
member of the judging panel said: “It may seem 
counterintuitive to put ‘AI’ and ‘simple’ in the same 
sentence, but that is what we’re looking for here. 
Innovation, by definition, should be something 
that enhances people’s lives, rather than add to the 
burdens of their everyday existence. Complexity 
does not do this, and, quite frankly, when it comes 
to technology, the more complex an offering is, the 
less effective it often ends up being.”is leading many firms to a desire to “jumpstart less effective it often ends up being.”

Pure Storage Shows That AI Can Be Simple
AIRI innovation is described as “a powerful infrstructure that just works”
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Outline your channel 
strategy ScienceLogic is 
building a global channel of 
partners who address the needs 
of mid-market and enterprise 
customers in IT operations 
management and automation, 
especially in complex and 
dynamic multi-cloud and hybrid 
IT environments. 

Our partners add value 
to their clients by creating 
solutions that leverage 
ScienceLogic’s unique AIOps 
capabilities. Creating new 
AIOps-based architectures 
will enable our partners to 
create long-term recurring 
revenue streams and committed 
customer loyalty. Channel 
AIOps thought-leaders will 
become higher-value trusted 
advisors and thus generate new clients and client 
value. The new AIOps market opportunity is 
growing rapidly, and according to Gartner, 30 
percent of enterprises will adopt an AIOps platform 
by 2023. This will have massive benefits for channel 
partners, who must shift from reselling product to 
more cloud and service-oriented practices.

What was the highlight of 2018 for your 
business? On 1 May 2018, ScienceLogic launched 
its AIOps product strategy. This included new 
product direction, services opportunities and 
partner programs. Our AIOps strategy is a multi-
year plan to garner a larger share of the projected 
$11.1 billion addressable market. 

What does it mean for your company to 
win this award? Winning the Channelnomics 
Innovation Award is an accomplishment of which 
our entire company can be proud. The team has 
worked exceedingly hard on our new vision and 
this award validates that great effort. Winning the 
CIA award is further validation of our progress 
in leveraging artificial intelligence and machine 
Learning to speed the IT organization’s ability to 
respond to critical application and infrastructure 
problems and to reduce their dependency on 
manual processes and legacy tools. The award helps 
us raise awareness of ScienceLogic’s capabilities in 
this important area.  

How does your company work to ensure it’s 
delivering innovation? ScienceLogic listens to 
its partners and customers. We must learn about 
changes in markets, customer behaviors, new 
technologies, new solutions and many other 
things.  We stay in close contact with our channel 
partners as well as complementary vendors to 
ensure our innovation is targeted on where the 
market is headed.  

What has been your company’s greatest 
channel achievement in 2018? Shifting our 
channel strategy to align with ScienceLogic’s AIOps 
direction was a big achievement. Messaging, 
training and tools all had to be updated or created 
from scratch. ScienceLogic has been heartened that 
many of our strategic partners have created new 
architectures and practices around AIOps.

What difference will winning this award make 
to your business in 2019? With the validation 
of the Channelnomics award, ScienceLogic will 
push even harder in 2019 to bring more partners 
into the world of AIOps, ITSM and ML so they can 
add more value for their clients. We will be looking 
for new partners to join us on this journey into the 
next generation of hybrid IT and cloud. The CIA 
lends significant credibility to this effort and helps 
customers recognize the progress we are making. 

Raj Patnam, VP Global Solutions, ScienceLogic

Artificial Intelligence Innovation 
(Highly Commended): ScienceLogic
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Outline your channel strategy SAP has adopted 
a ‘partner first’ strategy in the mid-market. Most 
people don’t realize that 80 percent of SAP’s 
customers are small and midsize companies using 
SAP software to solve business challenges. Our 
partners bring industry best practices and expertise, 
combined with world-class applications to their 
customers in the mid-market segment.  

SAP is the fastest growing cloud company at scale 
in the enterprise software applications industry. 
As customer demand for cloud solutions grows, 
SAP continues to build the channel of the future. 
We support the transformation of our partners to a 
cloud-based business with programs such as Cloud 
Choice Profit and significant funding for marketing 
investments and technical enablement. These 
investments into SAP’s channel create a world-class 
ecosystem for our customers.  

What was the highlight of 2018 for your 
business? SAP partners have consistently delivered 
on being the growth engine of the cloud for SAP. 
SAP partners have driven remarkable growth for 
the last two years, building a solid base of indirect 
customers and establishing a partner economy from 
which to grow for years to come. 

By Q3 2018, SAP partners had grown SAP 
cloud revenue by more than 90 percent. SAP has 
invested tremendous effort and funds in supporting 
our partners’ journey to the cloud, and the results 
are proof that the investment is working. We 
continue to grow our partner ecosystem, adding 
250-plus new cloud partners since November 2017, 
and they continue to make the difference. Ten 
percent of SAP’s cloud indirect business is coming 
from new partners. 

What does it mean for your company to win 
this award? This award solidifies SAP’s position as 
a top cloud vendor. We have more than 150 million 
subscribed users and the largest cloud business 
solutions portfolio with 100-plus cloud solutions. 
This award validates SAP’s continued investments 
in our channel in order to help customers become 
best-run businesses. 
  
How does your company work to ensure it is 
delivering innovation? At SAP, our vision is to 
help the world run better and improve people’s 
lives. We work with the largest, most demanding 
organizations in the world, bringing innovation 
and industry best practices to all of our customers, 

whether they are large, medium or small.   
SAP’s current solutions and strategic roadmap are 

aligned to deliver the intelligent enterprise for our 
customers focused on three key areas:
1. Do more with less, and empower employees – 
through process automation, freeing time for people 
to do more meaningful work.
2. Deliver a best-in-class customer experience – by 
anticipating, and proactively responding to, end-
customer needs. 
3. Invent new business models and revenue streams 
– by monetizing data-driven capabilities and 
applying core competencies in new ways

What has been your company’s greatest 
channel achievement in 2018? The tremendous 
growth our partners are driving in the cloud is bar 
none. SAP is investing in partners to support and 
accelerate their journey to the cloud, while our 
partners are achieving tremendous growth – faster 
than SAP can do on its own. The partner initiatives 
that SAP has launched in the last two years have 
significantly contributed to this growth:  Digital 
Marketing Success Playbook, SAP PartnerEdge 
Cloud Choice, profit (CCP) option, Cloud 
Accelerator, Race2Revenue, and Qualified Partner 
Packaged solutions

What difference will winning this award make 
to your business in 2019? Cloud solutions and 
innovations are what our customers are demanding 
and what SAP and its partners are delivering. The 
Channelnomics Innovation Awards 2018 – Cloud 
Partner Program of the Year award reinforces to the 
market and channel partners that SAP continues to 
build a diverse ecosystem and provide a world-class 
partner program with a cloud-first focus. 

Andrew Steane, North American Head of Partner Acceleration, SAP

Cloud Partner Program 
of the Year: SAP
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It’s no secret that the cloud continues to challenge 
customers. As the opportunities offered by cloud 
grow exponentially, so does the risk of customer 
apprehension. While there are those who are 
happy to jump in feet first, every channel partner 
out there knows that many customers remain 
apprehensive at the thought of migrating their data 
and all that goes with it to the cloud.

For those customers, cloud, multicloud, hybrid 
cloud, public cloud, any kind of cloud can offer 
less a solution, more a sense of confusion. As such, 
it takes a talented, calm, supportive partner to 
guide a customer’s cloud migration effectively and 
profitably. Even with customers that are keen to 
move to the cloud, migrations can be complex and 
cumbersome and require a deftness and skilled 
playbook that all partners should aspire to.

It stands to reason, then, that for a partner to 
achieve this goal, they need to be working with a 
vendor that offers all this and more. It’s critical that 
your vendor can offer you not only the technology 
and solutions to execute a successful cloud 
migration, but also (and perhaps more importantly) 
the support, guidance, education and outcomes 
that will help you support your partner in the most 
effective and competent ways possible.

A seamless cloud migration journey
The key to reaching such a level of support is your 
vendor’s partner program – specifically their cloud 
partner program. If you are going to take your 
customers on a seamless cloud migration journey, 
you need a cloud partner program that will help 
facilitate this.

When Channelnomics started looking for its 
Cloud Partner Program of the Year for this year’s 
Channelnomics Innovation Awards (CIAs), the 
support factor was critical. One of the key reasons 

the winner was chosen by the judging panel 
out of all the entries received was because of its 
recognition that it is not only customers who are 
at different stages of their cloud journeys, but also 
partners.

“Whether a partner wants to build, sell, service 
or run SAP – there’s a place for all levels of 
expertise within our partner ecosystem,” SAP 
explained in its entry.

The list of benefits partners can take advantage 
of include two-tiered structured discounts, with a 
focus on business outcome, MDF, partner business 
managers, partner service advisor, partner benefits 
catalog, as well as a digital marketing success 
playbook and dedicated partner website.

Crucially, the vendor also offers partners who are 
new to the cloud a number of initiatives, including 
educating such partners in cloud business models, 
cloud lead generation, cloud deal acceleration and 
cloud funding.

This dedication to partners with expertise across 
the cloud spectrum, from deeply experienced 
partners to just-beginning partners, is what 
caught the judges’ eye for this year’s Cloud Partner 
Program of the Year Award at the CIAs.

As one judge put it: “SAP understands that it 
needs to operate a cloud partner program for all 
partners, and not just those it sees as constant 
cash cows. Innovation is nothing without fresh 
ideas; at the same time, experience is everything. 
SAP understands that marrying both of these 
effectively can produce results that might not 
be garnered if you focus on just one end of your 
partner ecosystem. As such, it operates a cloud 
partner program that not only serves its partners 
from cloud beginners to cloud veterans, but offers 
innovative approaches that all its partners, and, 
therefore, customers, can benefit from.”

SAP Proud Of Cloud Partner Recognition
Innovation and experience make a happy couple when it comes to this CIA winner’s support approach
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Outline your channel strategy More than ever, 
it’s important for us to help our partners understand 
what end users need. Over the past several years, 
we’ve been placing more and more emphasis on 
providing a total solution, and we’ve adjusted our 
strategy accordingly. Through strategic, proactive 
growth initiatives, ScanSource is able to combine the 
hardware products we sell with the software, cloud 
services, networking and connectivity capabilities to 
make a complete solution for our partners. 

It’s important for our partners to look beyond 
the technologies they know well and think of the 
products that can help them round out the total 
solution. Providing a total solution enables resellers 
to better meet their end-users’ business needs.

What was the highlight of 2018 for your 
business? Following the acquisition of California-
based Intelisys in 2016, ScanSource continued 
its transformation from a provider of products 
and hardware to a provider of total solutions, 
including connectivity. We were also positioned 
as the market leader in the POS and payments 
channels after acquiring POS Portal in 2017. These 
strategic acquisitions provided new opportunities 
for our reseller partners to grow their businesses 
through additional service offerings. In 2018, we 
uncovered an additional opportunity to help our 
partners expand their businesses and revenue 
streams through the acquisition of Salesforce 
implementation and consulting firm, Canpango. 
Today, our carrier and connectivity partners no 
longer need to worry about building or offering 
their own CRM practice. They can now tap into our 
professional services to help their customers deploy 
CRM, which provides new avenues to recurring 
revenue streams. This acquisition was most 
certainly a big highlight for us and our partners.  

What does it mean for your company to win 
this award? This is ScanSource’s third consecutive 
year being named Distributor of the Year by 
Channelnomics, and we couldn’t be more thrilled. 
It’s a testament to the proactive nature of our team, 
our innovation and our culture. Our commitment 
has always been to to helping our customers remain 
competitive as the industry continues to transform. 

How does your company work to ensure it 
is delivering innovation? We are constantly 
striving to find new and innovative ways to help our 
customers grow their businesses. If our partners 

are successful, we know we have been effective in 
supporting them. We’re in a time in the channel 
where things are moving and changing at a rapid 
pace. In recent years, we’ve created a team at 
ScanSource whose sole responsibility is looking into 
what’s next, ensuring we stay ahead of the market. 
We’ve also surveyed hundreds of customers and 
end users to better understand their needs – what it 
would take to move the needle in their business. 

By staying on top of the latest trends and industry 
developments, we can better help our partners 
continue to innovate, whether that means helping 
them make the transition to recurring revenue and 
as-a-service models, or helping them build a plan for 
future growth.   

What has been your company’s greatest 
channel achievement in 2018? Our acquisition 
of Canpango was certainly a highlight of 2018, but 
I think our greatest achievement would be our 
overall continued growth as a company – and not 
just growth by numbers. Even after 25 years, we 
are still maturing as a company, providing the best 
services and solutions to our customers, and, most 
importantly, finding new ways to support them each 
and every day. 

What difference will winning this award 
make to your business in 2018? There’s a lot of 
excitement in the channel right now, but it’s also a 
very challenging, competitive market. To receive this 
recognition as Distributor of the Year helps reinforce 
to our customers that we are looking out for them 
and proactively searching for new opportunities to 
help them grow their businesses. Channelnomics has 
great reach, and is consistently sharing the channel’s 
latest news and analysis, so it is certainly important 
to be recognized by such a credible publication. 

Tony Sorrentino, Co-President, US and Canada, ScanSource

Distributor of the Year: 
ScanSource
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Pete Peterson, President, Xerox Channels

Outline your channel strategy for 2019 
In 2019 we will remain focused on helping partners 
expand their businesses in new and profitable ways. 
There is immense potential for expansion in the 
channel right now and we are priming our partners 
to take advantage of many profitable opportunities.  

To that end, we will continue to offer partners 
the tools and support to enrich their portfolios by 
adding managed print services (MPS) offerings, 
expanding into the profitable production market 
and delivering apps that address the needs of 
specific work processes.

Our success lies in the success of our partners – 
we are committed to ensuring and fostering 
shared victories.

What was the highlight of 2018 for your 
business? Xerox demonstrated our commitment 
to channel growth in a number of ways, including:
• Improved access to our Global Partner Program 
– giving partners an easy way to apply and a fast 
track to accessing the tools and services available to 
drive business.
• Launched MPS Essentials Suite, which provides 
a packaged set of tools to help make MPS 
deployment easier for channel partners looking 
to expand into that market.
• Reinvested in our partners’ businesses with 
updates to our online partner portal, new 
marketing assets and integrations such as 
e-automate that make it easier for partners to 
manage back-end processes.
• Continued the enhancement of our ConnectKey 
portfolio – more on that below.

What does it mean for your company to win 
this award? This year Xerox celebrated the 
80th anniversary of the invention of xerography. 
Innovation is in our DNA and it is our top priority 
to continue that legacy of innovation for another 80 
years and beyond. 

This award validates our hard work to innovate 
the way the world communicates, connects and 
works. It also motivates us to continue to lead the 
way in technology for years to come.   

How does your company work to ensure it 
delivering innovation? With more than 12,000 
active US patents, the process of innovation 
energizes us. Our innovation strategy is guided by 
anticipating current and future needs. For example, 
we offer one-of-a-kind suite of ConnectKey apps 

for the modern workplace and our DocuShare Flex 
platform is built to enhance, secure and streamline 
document workflows from the cloud.   

In addition, our XMPie software syncs content 
across different formats to deliver personalized 
multichannel campaigns. Xerox researchers are 
relentless in accessing pain points, priorities and 
opportunities in order to address the changing 
needs of today’s workforce.  

What has been your company’s greatest 
channel achievement in 2018? One of our 
greatest channel achievements in 2018 was our 
launch of new apps for our ConnectKey devices. 
By adding these innovative apps to their portfolio, 
Xerox channel partners can boost recurring 
post-sales revenue by providing their clients with 
indispensable tools that save time, simplify work 
and automate processes.

Along with the new apps, we also unveiled a new 
e-commerce functionality available in the Xerox 
App Gallery allowing channel partners to earn 
revenue when their clients purchase an app.   

What difference will winning this award make 
to your business in 2019? The Channelnomics 
Innovation Award helps Xerox gain additional 
visibility among channel 
partners and 
reinforces our 
commitment to 
their success. 
Our top 
priority: 
providing 
channel 
partners with 
innovative 
tools and 
services to 
successfully 
embrace 
a business 
landscape that 
is constantly 
evolving.

partners and 
reinforces our 
commitment to 
their success. 
Our top 
priority: 
providing 
channel 
partners with 
innovative 
tools and 
services to 
successfully 
embrace 
a business 
landscape that 
is constantly 
evolving.

Partner Program of 
the Year: Xerox
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Outline your channel strategy Our customer 
community utilizes the Unified Security 
Management (USM) platform in two different 
ways: self-managed and partner managed. Some 
customers prefer to leverage the AlienVault 
technology themselves and work with solution 
providers to purchase the software for their own 
use. The other type of customer is looking for the 
value of the AlienVault solution, but, delivered as a 
managed service.

We have built our channel programs to leverage 
these two buying routes. Our MSSP program 
is structured to help partners build and launch 
a managed service based on AlienVault USM. 
We have also built a resale program designed to 
reward partners with significant, unique margin for 
registering opportunities. The program assures the 
partner of a consistent, repeatable margin.

What was the highlight of 2018 for your 
business? AlienVault was acquired in August 
2018 by AT&T Business. This acquisition is 
allowing us to enhance our ability to reach our 
customers through the partner ecosystem, while 
combining the scale of a Fortune 10 company and 
the agility of a Bay Area cyber security startup.

What does it mean for your company to win 
this award? Winning an award like this affirms 
the focus and attention we have placed on the 

channel as it relates to development and program 
structure. We keep the needs of our customers in 
the forefront of everything we do.

Our customers leverage partners to choose and 
manage our solution, so it only makes sense for us 
to focus on innovation in both our technology and 
our programs.

How does your company work to ensure it is 
delivering innovation? Innovation is critical to 
our vision and partners are one of the vehicles we 
use to architect that innovation. Our development 
process is driven by our products team, and those 
product managers spend a significant part of their 
time working with both partners and customers 
to understand the current challenges and needs. 
They also work to stay on the leading edge to build 
industry-leading, innovative security solutions 
designed to keep ahead of the ever-evolving threat 
landscape.
What has been your company’s greatest 
channel achievement in 2018? AlienVault’s 
global recognition for multiple awards stands out 
as our biggest achievement in the channel. We are 
honored to be recognized as a company who puts 
the channel first, as well as employing many people 
who are continually recognized for this.

What difference will winning this award make 
to your business in 2019? Being honored for 

this award reinforces 
our commitment to 
both innovation and 
the channel. Partners 
are continually 
evaluating vendors 
for their technology 
and programs. 
Recognition like 
this helps answer 
those questions from 
an independent 
angle. Our goal as 
a security provider 
is to build the 
technology and 
programs that allow 
our partners to 
provide world-class 
solutions that make 
their customers that 
much more secure.

Mike LaPeters, VP Global Channels, AlienVault

Security Partner Program 
of the Year: AlienVault


